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Abstract

The term ‘data science’ usually refers to the process of extracting value from big data obtained 

from a large group of individuals. An alternative rendition, which we call personalized data 
science (Per-DS), aims to collect, analyze, and interpret personal data to inform personal 
decisions. This article describes the main features of Per-DS, and reviews its current state and 

future outlook. A Per-DS investigation is of, by, and for an individual, the Per-DS investigator, 

acting simultaneously as her own investigator, study participant, and beneficiary, and making 

personalized decisions for study design and implementation. The scope of Per-DS studies may 

include systematic monitoring of physiological or behavioral patterns, case-crossover studies 

for symptom triggers, pre-post trials for exposure–outcome relationships, and personalized (N-

of-1) trials for effectiveness. Per-DS studies produce personal knowledge generalizable to the 

individual’s future self (thus benefiting herself) rather than knowledge generalizable to an external 

population (thus benefiting others). This endeavor requires a pivot from data mining or extraction 
to data gardening, analogous to home gardeners producing food for home consumption—the 

Per-DS investigator needs to ‘cultivate the field’ by setting goals, specifying study design, 

identifying necessary data elements, and assembling instruments and tools for data collection. 

Then, she can implement the study protocol, harvest her personal data, and mine the data to 

extract personal knowledge. To facilitate Per-DS studies, Per-DS investigators need support from 

community-based, scientific, philanthropic, business, and government entities, to develop and 

deploy resources such as peer forums, mobile apps, ‘virtual field guides,’ and scientific and 

regulatory guidance.
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Media Summary

Data science is commonly construed as the process of extracting or mining knowledge from ‘big 

data’ obtained from a large group of individuals, for insights that can be used to shape clinical, 

corporate, or public policies. This article introduces a complementary construction: personalized 
data science (Per-DS), the scientific investigation of an individual’s own data. Each individual’s 

Per-DS investigation produces personal knowledge meant to benefit the individual herself, rather 

than generalizable knowledge meant to benefit others. The individual Per-DS investigator acts 

simultaneously as the investigator, study participant, and beneficiary of her own study. Such 

studies require the active involvement of the individual in study design, data collection, analysis, 

and interpretation—a process we call data gardening, analogous to home gardeners producing 

food for home consumption, to highlight the need to ‘cultivate the field’ in order to produce 

personal data from the rich terrain of daily life, to be harvested for personal knowledge to inform 

the individual’s personal decision. Per-DS investigations can be used to identify aberrations in 

an individual’s physiology or behavior; to ferret out symptom triggers; to evaluate relationships 

between exposures (drugs, nutrients, environmental agents, and behaviors) and outcomes; and to 

compare the effectiveness of treatments. Those investigations derive knowledge directly from ‘the 
patient that is me,’ rather than relying on proxy results from ‘patients like me.’

Despite the appeal of Per-DS, numerous barriers threaten its uptake. Importantly, most individuals 

who are interested in conducting their own Per-DS investigations cannot do it on their own. They 

need social support from peers, resource support from public and private sectors, and support 

from the data science community and subject area experts to step up as ‘civil engineers’ to 

build the needed infrastructure and tools, such as virtual peer forums; ‘virtual field guides’ to 

assist individual Per-DS investigators with their specific studies; user-friendly apps to facilitate 

self-administered investigations; templates for study design; questionnaires and sensors for data 

collection; analytic algorithms; and tools to aid review and interpretation of results. These support 

groups will, in turn, require ethical and regulatory guidance to ensure safety and effectiveness of 

new Per-DS approaches and to optimize their implementation.

The prospect of bringing data science into millions of ‘home data gardens’ is both a daunting 

challenge and a tremendous opportunity. Numerous home gardeners take pride in their tasty 

beefsteak tomatoes, with help from peer home gardeners and reputable suppliers for seeds, 

fertilizer, guidebooks, and so on. Many home data gardeners might also be ready for their home 

data ‘tomatoes,’ with help from peer data gardeners and support from data science and health 

science ‘suppliers.’ If successful, these efforts could produce not only benefits for individual 

well-being, but also a more inclusive and less hierarchical knowledge enterprise, and a culture of 

evidenced-based decision-making.

Keywords

case-crossover design; heterogeneity of treatment effects; monitoring; pre-post trials; self-tracking; 
symptom triggers
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1. Introduction

Data science has emerged in this century as an influential paradigm for evidence-based 

decision-making. The prevailing version of data science is associated with ‘big data’ 

obtained from a large group of individuals. This rendition of data science might be 

characterized as population-based data science (Pop-DS, to be pronounced POP-dee-ess),1 

which utilizes data from a large group of individuals to extract generalizable knowledge to 

inform policy decisions targeted at the population or subpopulations of interest, as well as 

individual decisions targeted at specific individuals of interest—further discussion on the 

latter is given in Section 4.1.1.

An alternative to the ‘big data’ rendition of data science is personalized data science (Per-
DS, to be pronounced PER-dee-ess), the scientific investigation of an individual’s own data, 

including the design of the data collection protocol, production of the data, and extraction 

of personal knowledge from the data thus produced, to inform the individual’s personal 

decisions.

Given our primary interest and expertise in health and wellness, we focus this article on 

Per-DS applied to personal health and wellness decisions,2 including uptake, calibration, and 

discontinuation of medical treatments as well as therapeutic or preventive health behaviors 

such as exercise and diet. We recognize that the technologies discussed in this article for 

personal health care decisions can also be applied to personal decision-making in other 

domains, such as food preparation, personal finance, transportation, home energy use, 

recreation, shopping, and musical or artistic pursuits.

Per-DS studies include (but are not limited to) personalized (N-of-1) trials, that is, multiple 

crossover trials of two or more interventions within a single individual, to compare the 

effectiveness of those interventions for that individual. In addition to those trials, other 

important types of Per-DS studies may include systematic monitoring of physiological or 

behavior patterns, case-crossover studies for symptom triggers and deterrents, and pre-post 

trials for exposure–outcome relationships. Further discussion of the typology of Per-DS 

studies is given in Section 3.

We shall refer to a practitioner of Per-DS as a Per-DS investigator, defined as an individual 

who conducts a Per-DS investigation with her own data, to inform her own decisions.3 The 

Per-DS investigator serves multiple roles, not only as the study’s investigator, but also as 

the study’s solo participant,4 and the beneficiary who consumes the personal knowledge 

produced in the study to inform her health/wellness decisions going forward (Figure 1). 

1We use the term ‘population’ loosely here, as the collection of data donors might not be representative of a target population. 
For some Pop-DS applications, the collection of individuals might be self-representing. For example, when a company studies 
its customers’ purchase behavior to inform future customer service decisions, the target population coincides with the company’s 
customer pool of data donors. However, some Pop-DS applications might attempt to generalize to potential clients outside the existing 
client pool, therefore the collection of data donors might not be representative of the entire target population.
2While this article addresses both health and wellness, we will sometimes abbreviate the reference to health, implying that wellness is 
included in a broad conceptualization of health.
3In order to balance the traditional dominance of male gender in research literature, we use female gender pronouns as representative 
of both genders.
4The Per-DS investigator is the solo ‘participant’ in her own study, not a ‘participant’ in the usual sense of being one of many 
participants in a study directed by someone else such as a principal investigator.
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Throughout the investigation, the self-investigator might partner with health or wellness 

professionals (clinician, coach/trainer, etc.) and/or data science professionals, to enhance the 

success of the self-study. The self-study might stimulate new interests in new self-studies to 

resolve new questions that emerge from the current study, motivating a continuous learning 

experience.

These distinctions are summarized in Table 1 and further elucidated in Section 4.

Per-DS is an integral component of personal science, defined by Wolf and De Groot (2020, 

p.1) as “using empirical methods to pursue personal health questions,” and “consists of five 

activities: questioning, designing, observing, reasoning, and discovering.” Per-DS relates 

to personal science just as data science relates to science. Data science collaborates with 

subject area science to identify, collect, manage, and analyze data to advance scientific 

knowledge. Similarly, Per-DS collaborates with subject area personal science to identify, 

collect, manage, and analyze personal data to advance personal scientific knowledge.

Personal data for use in Per-DS investigations have also been called small data, described as 

‘digital traces’ that individuals leave as they go about their daily activities or that individuals 

consciously collect using sensors (wearable and otherwise) (Estrin, 2013, 2014, 2019; Hsieh 

et al., 2018). In this article, we use the term ‘personal data’ instead of ‘small data,’ in part 

because some personal data sets can be quite large, and in part because the terminology 

‘small data’ has been used with different connotations in various other contexts (e.g., 

Lindstrom, 2016).

To focus ideas, this article pivots on Per-DS investigations conducted by an individual 

(maybe with a clinician’s assistance) using her own data to inform her health/wellness 

decisions, without sharing data with others. It is possible to extend this ‘pure’ Per-DS model 

into hybrid models, such as when a group of Per-DS investigators share data across similar 

Per-DS studies, or with investigations organized by researchers or health care organizations. 

Such hybrid models are discussed further in Section 6.2.

This article describes the main features of Per-DS and reviews its current state and future 

outlook. The target audience for this article includes end users (patients,5 in some cases 

partnered with their clinicians) interested in conducting Per-DS investigations; clinicians, 

health scientists, and data scientists interested in facilitating and exploring applications of 

such studies,; entrepreneurs viewing Per-DS infrastructure-building as a venture opportunity; 

and policymakers interested in new directions for health care policy (Selker et al., 2021).

2. Why Personalized Data Science (Per-DS)?

The rationale for Per-DS is analogous to the rationale for personalized medicine (sometimes 

called precision medicine) (Phillips, 2020).

5We use the terms ‘patient’ and ‘individual’ interchangeably referring to Per-DS investigators who study their own health-related 
data to inform their own health-related decisions. Those might be patients with disease conditions seeking to improve their treatment 
decisions, or healthy individuals seeking to improve their health and wellbeing.
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While population-based medicine, largely based on the results of parallel group clinical 

trials, has demonstrated the efficacy of many successful treatments in groups of individuals, 

treatment decisions must often be personalized to accommodate individuals’ unique needs, 

preferences, capabilities, and characteristics. However, individuals might respond differently 

to the same treatments, a phenomenon called heterogeneity of treatment effects (HTE) 

(Kravitz et al., 2004). Therefore, in many circumstances, personalized medicine tailored to 

the individual might outperform one-size-fits-all approaches.

With Per-DS investigations, it might also be important to personalize each investigation’s 

attributes to accommodate each individual’s unique needs, preferences, capabilities, and 

characteristics. By Per-DS ‘attributes’ we mean how a Per-DS investigation is designed 

and implemented, including what questions are selected for investigation; how data are 

collected, managed, and analyzed; and how the results of the investigation are interpreted 

and presented to the end user. Examples are given below.

2.1. The Scope of Personalization in Per-DS Studies

In traditional clinical trials, design and implementation attributes are usually standardized 

for all trial participants. This makes sense because the purpose of these trials is to maximize 

between-individual generalizability of the knowledge produced from trial participants to 

other individuals.

In contrast, between-individual generalizability is not critical for Per-DS investigations. 

Rather, it is important to align the design and implementation attributes for the Per-DS 

investigation with the needs, preferences, capabilities, and characteristics of the Per-DS 

investigator, to inform decisions for her own future health/wellness.

Numerous Per-DS design and implementation attributes are amenable to personalization. 

Some examples are shown in Table 2, drawing upon experience from the Personalized 

Research for Monitoring Pain Treatment (PREEMPT) Study (Barr et al., 2015; Kravitz et 

al., 2018).

When given the opportunity, PREEMPT study participants exercised their options to 

personalize their individual Per-DS studies. For example, they selected a rich variety of 

treatments to be evaluated:

Of the treatment categories, 31% of patients incorporated acetaminophen, 57% 

a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, 24% tramadol, 26% incorporated an 

opioid (eg, codeine, hydrocodone, or oxycodone combination product), and 

48% incorporated 1 or more nonpharmacologic, complementary, or alternative 

treatments (eg, exercise, physical therapy, tai chi, massage, acupuncture, 

mindfulness meditation). (Kravitz et al., 2018, pp. 1372–1373)

Furthermore, the participants also made personalized selections for “Duration of treatment 

period” (28 selected “One week,” 74 selected “Two weeks”) and “Total number of treatment 

periods” (64 selected “Four,” 32 selected “Six,” and 6 selected “Eight.”) Apparently, some 

participants preferred to finish their personalized trials sooner, while some preferred to 

devote more time and effort, maybe hoping to achieve more reliable results.
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2.2. Personalizing Results Presentations

We now elaborate on the last part of Table 2 and discuss the need to personalize 

‘Presentation of results,’ an important attribute for Per-DS investigations.

Research about presenting scientific information to nonscientists is quite extensive (Bonner 

et al., 2021; Franconeri et al., 2021; Kale et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2021). For example, a 

recent study represented a probability P with a set of 100 stick figures with 100 x P of them 

shaded the same color (Marcus et al., 2022). Videos carefully explaining the meaning of the 

results offer another option to improve comprehension (Kravitz et al., 2018).

To inform personal decisions most effectively, Per-DS investigations should tailor 

presentation of findings to the preferences, educational backgrounds, and learning styles 

of each individual end user. For example, a visual learner with few skills in mathematics and 

statistics might prefer simple bar charts without measures of uncertainty, whereas someone 

more facile with numbers might want tables or figures with point estimates and margins of 

error.

Whitney et al. (2018) examined participant preference for six forms of graphical results 

presentations from Per-DS investigations conducted among participants with chronic 

musculoskeletal pain in the PREEMPT study (Kravitz et al., 2018). Each participant 

conducted a personalized trial comparing two pain treatment regimens. The graphs displayed 

how the participant fared under each treatment regimen along six outcome dimensions. 

The six displays ranged from simple bar charts to more complex figures showing point 

estimates, margins of error, and posterior probabilities of outcomes.6 Among 30 participants 

interviewed, the display of simple bar charts was rated as the “most helpful for decision 

making” by nine participants (30%), while a more complex graph with margins of error was 

rated as the most helpful by seven participants (23%).

The results of this study underscore the importance of flexibility in designing effective 

Per-DS investigations. Just as it would be a mistake to drown all Per-DS investigators in 

complex statistical information, it would be equally wrong to provide everyone with only 

simple bar charts. In designing apps to support Per-DS investigations, developers should 

keep in mind this ‘flexibility principle.’ To avoid offering too many choices (something 

that can confuse consumers) (Schwartz & Ward, 2004), developers could provide a default 

option (e.g., simple bar charts as the default display), with other choices available for those 

with different preferences.

Beyond offering flexibility in the statistical details to be personalized to accommodate 

individual capabilities and preferences, it is also important to offer narrative text, for 

example, ‘it is quite likely that A is somewhat better than B,’ as an option for end users 

who prefer textual summaries instead of statistical summaries.

6None of the displays presented to the interviewees in Whitney et al. (2018) was in a tabular form, therefore this study does not inform 
the size of the subpopulation who prefer tabular presentations to graphical presentations. While the majority of end-users probably 
prefer graphs to tables, the preference of the minority who prefer tables to graphs still deserve to be accommodated in a personalized 
world.
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The ‘meta-design’ of Per-DS study apps, such as the attributes to be personalized, and the 

options to be offered, deserve further research to enhance the fit between the meta-design 

and individual capabilities and preferences. It will be helpful to debrief end-users to learn 

about the reasons for their selections. It is important for this research to be conducted with 

diverse populations to capture differences in socioeconomic status, cultural background, and 

individual capabilities and preferences.

3. Typology of Per-DS Investigations

Per-DS investigations span a wide variety of methods and purposes, including (but not 

limited to) systematic monitoring of physiological or behavioral patterns for risk reduction 

and early detection of health problems, case-crossover studies to identify symptom triggers 

and deterrents, pre-post trials to evaluate exposure–outcome relationships, and personalized 

trials to evaluate treatment effectiveness. These major categories of Per-DS investigations 

are shown in Table 3 and discussed in Sections 3.1–3.4.

3.1. Systematic Monitoring for Risk Reduction and Early Detection

Systematic monitoring of symptoms, physiologic parameters, and behaviors may be 

important for the prevention and early detection of many health conditions.

Continuous glucose monitors (CGMs) have emerged in recent years as a valuable Per-DS 

tool for diabetes patients to monitor their blood glucose continuously to evaluate their ‘time 

in range,’ the percentage of time the blood glucose falls in the target range, usually targeted 

to be at least 70% between 70 and 180 mg/dL (American Diabetes Association, 2020). The 

personal knowledge gained can be helpful in finding out which types of foods and what 

activity level cause the individual Per-DS investigator’s blood glucose to rise and fall.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, health care workers in most settings have monitored and 

reported symptoms such as cough, fever, chills, shortness of breath, and gastrointestinal 

disturbances (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2022). The knowledge gained 

from such systematic monitoring informs the individual’s decisions to seek medical 

attention and self-isolate, as well as organizational decisions about the duration of required 

leaves of absence.

Li et al. (2017) monitored an individual’s heart rate, oxygen saturation, skin temperature, 

physical activity, and radiation exposure using seven wearable biosensors collectively 

recording more than 250,000 measurements daily for 24 months. Among other things, 

the monitoring data detected abnormally elevated heart rate and skin temperature, which 

facilitated an early diagnosis of Lyme disease. Although the multichannel biosensors used 

in this study might be beyond the means of home-based Per-DS investigators, systematic 

monitoring using personal devices (wearable or not) for heart rate and body temperature is 

feasible for many.

Lee et al. (2021) demonstrated the feasibility for older men receiving chronic tamsulosin 

therapy to manage lower urinary track symptoms (LUTS) to monitor their urinary symptoms 
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and medication side effects using a mobile app. Daily symptom monitoring had no adverse 

effects on the secondary outcomes.

Forsdyke (2015) monitored his blood pressure (BP) at home at least once daily for more 

than a decade, observing a summertime ‘dip’ in BP. These observations allowed for 

downward medication dosage adjustment during the warm summer months.

David et al. (2014) studied human microbiota using stool and saliva samples collected daily 

from two individuals over the course of a year, along with lifestyle data collected using a 

diary app to record data each day for 349 health and lifestyle variables including fitness, 

diet, exercise, bowel movements, mood, and illness. This study found that overall human 

microbial communities were stable for months, while certain life events such as enteric 

infection and travel to a foreign country can lead to profound changes in the microbial 

communities.

3.2. Case-Crossover Studies to Identify Symptom Triggers and Deterrents

Many health conditions have environmental, dietary, or behavioral triggers and deterrents, 

such as caffeine, alcohol, and exercise, which can provoke or mitigate bothersome symptoms 

such as atrial fibrillation, migraine, vertigo, asthma, functional gastrointestinal disorders, 

and panic attacks. Once key triggers and deterrents have been identified for an individual, 

she can reduce flareups by reducing exposure to the triggers, taking mitigation measures 

when exposed to the triggers, or by increasing exposure to the deterrents. As these 

associations are often individual-specific, Per-DS investigations may be particularly useful 

for producing such personal knowledge.

Drangsholt (2016) used case-crossover methods (Maclure, 1991; Maclure & Mittleman, 

2000) to study personal triggers for paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (AF), using his own 

observational data. As shown in Table 4, the case-crossover approach tracks occurrences of 

events (here, episodes of AF) and then examines an exposure period preceding the event 

(e.g., 24 hours) for potential triggers. A control time unit (in this case, a 24-hour period 

without AF) is sampled to match each case time unit. Using this method, Drangsholt learned 

that occurrence of his AF was associated with lack of sleep, drinking more than one glass of 

wine, imbibing caffeinated beverages, and public speaking. By attending to these triggers, he 

was able to reduce symptomatic recurrences dramatically.

Following the identification of triggers or deterrents using the case-crossover method, 

it might be useful for the Per-DS investigator to conduct further experimental studies 

to confirm the triggers or deterrents, using a pre-post comparison (Section 3.3) or a 

personalized trial (Section 3.4). Some Per-DS investigators with strong prior information 

for a specific trigger or deterrent might skip the observational study and proceed directly to 

an experimental study.

3.3. Pre-Post Trials to Evaluate Exposure–Outcome Relationships

We now turn to the use of experimental methods for evaluating the effect of interventions 

on outcomes. The most rudimentary experiment is arguably a pre-post trial. This approach 

can be used to evaluate the impact of a specific exposure on an outcome, with the aim 
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of informing exposure management in the future—increasing the exposure if beneficial, 

decreasing if harmful. The outcome may be a symptom, a dimension of subjective well-

being, a physiologic parameter like blood pressure, or a biomarker like blood glucose.

The first author (ND) has a family friend who was concerned that certain restaurant food 

might cause blood sugar spikes, jeopardizing his efforts to maintain good diabetes control. 

Therefore, he regularly measured blood glucose before, immediately after, and a few hours 

after eating a restaurant dish. Based on the results, he stopped eating foods that were found 

to be associated with blood sugar spikes.

Zeevi et al. (2015) studied the postprandial glycemic response (PPGR) in an 800-person 

cohort of adults aged 18–70 equipped with continuous glucose monitors (CGMs). They 

found a high interpersonal variability in the response to standardized meals, suggesting the 

need to personalize dietary interventions. More broadly, CGMs can be a valuable Per-DS 

tool for diabetic patients to evaluate their personal responses to various types of food, to 

inform their dietary choice. These personalized observations may in turn drive more detailed 

studies designed to address why individual diabetic patients react differently to different 

diets.

The pre-post trial assumes that the outcome would have been stable if the intervention (in 

this case, consumption of a particular food) did not occur. The validity of this assumption 

needs to be evaluated carefully to avoid confounding with other changes that might have 

occurred during the same time period.

3.4. Personalized Trials to Evaluate Treatment Effectiveness

A Per-DS investigator might apply a personalized (N-of-1) trial to compare the effectiveness 

and tolerability of two treatments,7 perhaps to decide whether to stay with the current 

treatment that is working reasonably well but not perfectly, or to switch to an alternative 

treatment that might work better. This design assigns treatments to time periods (such as 

weeks), usually in blocks of two periods, with a minimum of two blocks (four treatment 

periods). The individual switches between the two treatments over time, for example, taking 

treatment A during week 1, crossing over to treatment B for week 2, then B for week 3, 

then A for week 4, and so on. The outcomes observed during A weeks are compared to the 

outcomes observed during B weeks to evaluate the comparative effectiveness for the two 

treatments. The results of this comparison can then inform the Per-DS investigator’s future 

treatment decision.

This design allows the Per-DS investigator to evaluate treatment effectiveness while 

assessing variability across treatment periods and adjusting for time trend. For example, 

if there is a concern that the outcome might deteriorate slowly over time, the study can use 

a restricted randomization scheme, randomly choosing between the assignment sequences 

‘ABBA’ and ‘BAAB,’ which are capable of mitigating the confounding arising from a linear 

time trend.8

7Here ‘treatment’ is meant to include both medical and behavioral interventions, and might include ‘no active treatment’ as one of the 
options to be evaluated.
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Personalized trials are useful for chronic conditions that are stable over time.9 With 

chronicity and stability, the personal knowledge gained during the trial can inform post-trial 

treatment decisions. They are suitable for treatments with rapid uptake and washout, that is, 

the outcome responds rapidly to treatment crossover, so that the outcome observed during 

A weeks indeed reflects the effect of treatment A, and likewise for B weeks. Further details 

about personalized trials are given in Cheung and Mitsumoto (2022), Davidson et al. (2021), 

Duan et al. (2013), Kravitz et al. (2014), Kravitz and Duan (2022), Schmid and Yang (2021), 

and other articles in this special issue.

In addition to comparing treatments, a personalized trial can also be applied to compare the 

effectiveness and tolerability of different doses or intensities of a treatment that is working 

reasonably well but might work better with enhanced calibration, such as adjusting the 

duration and intensity of exercise, the frequency of reminders in mobile health interventions, 

the strictness of time-restricted feeding, or the time and frequency of pain medication use.

Personalized trials can also be used to study symptom triggers. A Per-DS investigator might 

have learned from her previous case-crossover study that a specific trigger such as coffee 

is likely to elevate the risk for her atrial fibrillation flare-up. The candidate trigger can then 

be confirmed experimentally in a personalized trial, with exposure to the trigger during A 

weeks and no exposure during B weeks. The events observed during the A weeks are then 

compared with those from the B weeks to evaluate the trigger.

Marcus et al. (2022) and Kaplan et al. (2022) collaborated with the Health-eHeart network 

(Health eHeart Study, 2012) to recruit patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) into a randomized 

trial comparing the use of personalized trials testing potential triggers of their AF versus 

standard monitoring of symptoms. Half of the patients undertook a 6-week personalized 

trial with randomized 1-week intervention periods, in which they exposed themselves to the 

putative trigger for three periods and avoided it for three periods. The other half received 

usual care. At the end, the randomized groups were compared on quality-of-life changes and 

AF events. In addition, the triggers studied in the personalized trials were evaluated for their 

effects on the individuals and on groups of individuals who evaluated the same trigger.

Personalized trials can also be useful for Per-DS investigators to study the potential benefits 

of off-label use of a medication (Austin et al., 2021). Given the exploratory nature of such 

investigations, close guidance and supervision from the clinician is essential.

It is common in clinical practice to use ‘trial of therapy’ as a crude individual crossover 

design, with a single crossover, to inform comparative effectiveness decisions. For example, 

when considering whether to switch from the current treatment to a new treatment for a 

chronic condition, the clinician might put the patient on the new treatment, then (during 

the next visit) compare the outcome under the new treatment with the outcome under the 

8With an assignment sequence like ABBA, the deterioration between the first week (treatment A) and the second week (treatment 
B) is offset by the deterioration between the third week (treatment B) and the fourth week (treatment A), so the overall comparison 
between the A weeks and the B weeks is not confounded with a linear deterioration. Assignment sequences like ABAB are 
confounded with the linear deterioration: the deterioration between the first A week and the first B week, and the deterioration 
between the second A week and the second B week, are accumulated in the comparison between the A weeks and the B weeks.
9Being ‘stable’ includes conditions that fluctuate randomly within a limited range without a time trend.
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original treatment, to decide whether to make the switch permanent or to abandon the new 

treatment and return to the original. While this simple ‘trial of therapy’ method has its 

merits, there are multiple challenges to its validity, including limited precision from lack 

of replication and possible confounding with time trend. Since the results of such clinical 

experiments may affect treatment choice well into the future, investing some upfront time 

and resources to improve the performance of the trial can be worthwhile. In particular, 

personalized trials build on the single-crossover ‘trial of therapy’ by performing multiple 

crossovers to provide more precise and valid personal knowledge for Per-DS investigations.

4. Distinguishing Features of Personalized Data Science (Per-DS)

We now provide further discussion on important distinctions between Per-DS and Pop-DS as 

summarized previously in Table 1.

4.1. Source of Data

While Per-DS utilizes personal data obtained from the Per-DS investigator’s own sources—

self-reports or personal instruments, Pop-DS usually utilizes big data obtained from a large 

number of individuals not including the Per-DS investigator.

The development of Pop-DS into a major enterprise is fueled in large part by the rapid 

expansion of information technology that generates huge data sets needing advanced 

technologies to comprehend (Chen et al., 2012). The emergence of Per-DS also results 

from the expansion of technologies that enable individuals to access personal data that used 

to be inaccessible and incomprehensible to them.

Pop-DS is often applied to describe the population from which the big data were obtained in 

order to inform population-level decisions. Those objectives are distinct from the objectives 

of Per-DS to inform personal decisions.

Another type of Pop-DS application that is akin to Per-DS is the use of Pop-DS to make 

individual predictions, serving the same objective as Per-DS but using different sources of 

data. We discuss individual prediction for Pop-DS and Per-DS in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, 

respectively, then discuss in Section 4.1.3 the important distinction between the function of 

Per-DS to learn from ‘the patient that is me’ versus the function of Pop-DS to learn from 

‘patients like me,’ and the important role of individual idiosyncrasy in this context.

4.1.1. Individual Prediction With Pop-DS—An important application of Pop-DS is to 

make individual predictions based on ‘reference class forecasting,’ where decisions for an 

index individual are influenced by results derived from a suitably specified reference class 

of ‘statistical neighbors’ who are similar to the index individual in terms of prognostic 

characteristics, known effect modifiers, susceptibility to adverse effects of treatment, 

preferences for alternative outcomes, and so on (Kent & Hayward, 2007; Kent et al., 2018; 

Kent, Paulus, et al., 2020; Kent, van Klaveren, 2020; Li & Meng, 2021; Liu & Meng, 2016; 

Meng, 2014, 2018; Schandelmaier et al., 2020). Meng (2014) proposed a multiple resolution 

framework to achieve the appropriate trade-off between bias and variance. We can narrow 

the lens to zoom in on individuals who are close statistical matches to the index individual 
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and obtain more valid but less precise predictions for the index individual. Alternatively, we 

can widen the lens to incorporate data from a larger, less well-matched reference class, and 

we get more precise but less valid predictions (Meng, 2018).

4.1.2. Individual Prediction With Per-DS—Per-DS investigation provides an 

individual prediction with the smallest possible ‘reference class,’ namely, the index 

individual herself, and the highest resolution possible—infinite resolution in terms of Meng 

(2014, 2018). Therefore it might be reasonable to argue that the results of a Per-DS 

investigation are free from the bias due to between-individual extrapolation that afflicts 

the Pop-DS approach to individual prediction.

Nevertheless, Per-DS investigations are not free from bias-variance trade-off, as the amount 

of data available from a Per-DS investigation is usually limited. Therefore, it might still 

be worthwhile to ‘borrow from strength’ by combining Per-DS data with Pop-DS data to 

provide higher precision, while tolerating some bias due to between-individual extrapolation 

in the Pop-DS part of the combined data (Schmid & Yang, 2022; Zucker et al., 1997, 2010).

4.1.3. ‘The Patient That Is Me’ Versus ‘Patients Like Me’—Important Role of 
Individual Idiosyncrasy in Individual Prediction—Beyond the bias–variance trade-

off, an important feature for Per-DS that distinguishes it from Pop-DS is the important role 

of individual idiosyncrasy in the context of individual prediction.

Even at very high resolution, or with an infinitesimally small reference class, Pop-DS data 

may still manifest some variation across individuals despite their near-identical appearance. 

If the residual variance does not approach zero as the resolution increases toward infinity, 

or as the reference class shrinks toward the index individual, it will be reasonable to infer 

that there is a component of individual idiosyncrasy that distinguishes each individual from 

her closest neighbors, that is, the individual cannot be predicted deterministically from 

observable data. Meng (2014, p. 542) referred to the variance for individual idiosyncrasy as 

the “intrinsic variance,” and noted that whether the intrinsic variance can be assumed to be 

zero or not “reflects whether we believe the world is fundamentally stochastic or appears to 

be stochastic because of our human limitation in learning every mechanism responsible for 

variations.”

Individual idiosyncrasy for the index individual cannot be observed in Pop-DS and needs 

to be considered part of the noise (unless assumed to be zero). For Per-DS, individual 

idiosyncrasy is observed in the index individual’s own Per-DS investigation. In statistical 

terms, individual idiosyncrasy is a random effect for Pop-DS even with infinite resolution 

and an infinitesimally small reference class, and a fixed effect instead for Per-DS.

Importantly, when the index individual is not part of the big data for the Pop-DS 

investigation, that is, when the Pop-DS investigation ‘did not include a subject replicating 

my description exactly,’ the best that can be accomplished with Pop-DS is to approximate 

the index individual with ‘patients like me,’ which treats the index individual’s idiosyncrasy 

as unresolved noise in the intrinsic variance, leaving a gap between ‘patients like me’ and 

the index individual. On the other hand, the index individual’s own Per-DS investigation 
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does include the index individual herself. Therefore, while a Pop-DS investigation tells 

the index individual what happens to ‘patients like me,’ a Per-DS investigation tells the 

index individual what happens to the ‘the patient that is me,’ without unresolved noise 

in the intrinsic variance. To the extent that intrinsic variance might be present, a Per-DS 

investigation based on the ‘the patient that is me’ provides information on individual 

idiosyncrasy that is unique to the index individual and is not available from Pop-DS 

investigations based on ‘patients like me.’10

4.2. Personalization in Per-DS Versus Standardization in Pop-DS

Per-DS investigations usually need to be personalized in order to accommodate individual 

investigators’ unique needs, preferences, capabilities, and characteristics, as was discussed in 

Section 2.

Pop-DS investigations are usually standardized, sometimes by design, when a single data 

service agency procures the entire data set, sometimes by negotiation, when collaborating 

entities make efforts to standardize the study protocol to facilitate data sharing (Schmid et 

al., 2003). Discrepancies in study protocol across collaborating entities, sometimes due to 

individual entities’ unique needs, capabilities, and preferences to retain some autonomy over 

their portion of the study, might be viewed as undesirable defects in the overall study design.

4.3. Data Gardening for Per-DS Versus Data Mining/Extraction for Pop-DS

Data science is usually characterized as the study of extracting value from data (Columbia 

University Data Science Institute, 2020; Dominici & Parkes, 2021; Wing, 2019). Data 

science in general, and Pop-DS in particular, usually emphasizes more on data analytics, 

machine learning, and data mining, and less on study design and data collection. The action 

word ‘extracting’ in the characterization of data science tends to reinforce the metaphor of 

‘mining’ as the governing paradigm for data science.

For Pop-DS, the extracting/mining metaphor might be appropriate when the data set has 

already been obtained from programmatic functions and is ready to be extracted/mined. 

In those situations, the data scientist might not have much control over how the data 

collection process was planned and implemented, although the data scientist might still need 

to deal with imperfections in the data collected, such as missing data, selective treatment 

assignment, and so on.

For Per-DS, oftentimes the data set needed does not yet exist and needs to be produced, 

before any analysis, mining, or extraction can begin. Therefore, the Per-DS investigator 

usually has the responsibility, as well as the opportunity, of starting from scratch, creating 

and implementing the data collection protocol, tasks that might be absent from some Pop-

DS investigations.

Therefore, at least for Per-DS, a more appropriate metaphor would be data gardening,11 

analogous to home gardeners producing food for home consumption, rather than extracting 

10We assume implicitly that the phenomenon being studied is stable over time, therefore, personal knowledge gained from ‘the patient 
that is me today’ can be applied to ‘the patient that will be me tomorrow.’
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or mining. The Per-DS investigator needs to first cultivate the field in order to ‘grow’ 

the data needed; then she will be able to harvest the data and extract the knowledge to 

inform her decisions. The field might be barren until cultivated. The cultivation might entail 

identifying the goal for the investigation, designing the study (when and how to deliver 

the intervention, when and how to collect the data), identifying the data elements needed, 

identifying and acquiring the sensors/devices/self-report instruments needed to generate/

collect the data, identifying and acquiring data acquisition and analysis tools, and so on.

Under the gardening metaphor, data are not waiting passively to be extracted. Rather, data 

are organic and require careful nurturing to yield their informational bounty. To garden 

effectively, Per-DS investigators need access to sensors, instruments and infrastructure. 

The needed support might be accessed through support groups, commercial suppliers, or 

virtual extension programs supported by the data science and health science communities, 

analogous to the agricultural Cooperative Extension System (Section 5.2.2.2).

To summarize, data mining might work well for Pop-DS, but the metaphor of data gardening 
fits better for Per-DS. Mining is often the prevailing modus operandi for Pop-DS but usually 

does not apply to Per-DS. Gardening more aptly describes what Per-DS studies need in the 

way of planning, preparation, design, and collection processes, and their nature of being 

home-grown for home consumption. Further discussions on these metaphors for data science 

in general, including both Per-DS and Pop-DS, are given in Appendix A, “Should Data 

Scientists Be Portrayed as Gardeners/Farmers or Miners/Extractors?”

4.4. Personal Knowledge From Per-DS Versus Generalizable Knowledge From Pop-DS

Pop-DS usually produces generalizable knowledge to be applied from one group of 

individuals to another. For parallel group trials, this usually entails applying the knowledge 

gained from trial participants to other individuals, such as future patients.

The individual conducting her own Per-DS investigation takes on three important roles 

simultaneously: as the investigator, the study participant, and the beneficiary who consumes 

the personal knowledge produced (Figure 1). Per-DS investigations produce personal 
knowledge that is generalized from the individual during the investigation to the same 

individual after the investigation.

In summary, Pop-DS generalizes across individuals (from one set of individuals to another), 

whereas Per-DS generalizes over time within the same individual.

4.4.1. Is Blinding Needed When Generalizing to My Future Self?—The 

distinction between within-individual generalizability for Per-DS and between-individual 

11We appreciate Deborah Estrin’s insightful suggestion to use the characterization ‘gardening’ instead of ‘farming’ as being the most 
quintessential to Per-DS. Per-DS is like gardening in being home-based and amateurish, and can be practiced by those willing in 
the general population rather than restricted to experts, with limitations such as avoiding unsafe self-experimentations, analogous to 
avoiding toxic plants in home gardening. The lay nature of Per-DS under the gardening metaphor does not necessarily predicate poor 
quality, to wit, those who profess homegrown beefsteak tomatoes as being unmatched in taste compared to commercially produced 
tomatoes. The metaphor ‘farming’ captures some of the essence of Per-DS, such as the need to cultivate the field. However, farm 
products are usually marketed to others for their consumption; therefore, ‘farming’ does not quite capture the focus for Per-DS to 
produce personal knowledge for self-consumption.
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generalizability for Pop-DS has important implications on whether to use blinding in 

treatment studies.

Blinding is used widely in efficacy studies to suppress nonspecific effects or placebo effects.

Consider a study that aims to compare the biological efficacy for two existing medications, 

compound A available commercially as oval pills, and compound B available commercially 

as round pills. Without blinding, the effect observed combines the difference in the 

biological efficacy between the two compounds and the difference in the nonspecific effect 

between the two pill shapes. An unblinded study using existing medications is vulnerable to 

the confounding between the compounds and the pill shapes. Such a study might be biased 

for the biological efficacy of interest. Under this scenario, it can be important to blind the 

compounds by making the two medications into the same shape, to break the confounding, 

so as to provide an unbiased estimate for the biological efficacy.

For Per-DS investigations, the same individual might manifest the same nonspecific effect 

consistently during and after the trial, therefore the nonspecific effect should be included 

in the study’s primary estimand, instead of suppressed as a bias. Consider a Per-DS 

investigator with the belief, stable over time, that oval pills work better for her than round 

pills. Under this assumption, her nonspecific effect favoring oval-shaped pills manifested 

during the trial is generalizable to herself after the trial. Therefore, it is not necessary, but 

actually undesirable, to ask this Per-DS investigator to blind herself to the shape of the pill. 

Doing so would eliminate a relevant nonspecific effect in the study, thus making the study 

estimate a poor approximation for the future.

Per-DS investigations to inform personal decisions should be interpreted as pragmatic 

studies for the evaluation of existing treatments viewed as holistic bundles, as discussed 

in Schwartz and Lellouch (1967, 2009). For example, assume that a Per-DS investigator 

wants to compare her current treatment with compound A available commercially as oval 

pills, versus a new treatment with compound B available commercially as round pills. The 

pragmatic comparison between the two treatments without blinding combines the difference 

in the biological efficacy between compound A versus compound B, and the difference 

in the nonspecific effect between oval pills versus round pills. Both components of this 

combination need to be captured in order to inform how the individual should choose her 

treatment going forward.

An efficacy trial that blinds the treatments, say, by making compound B into custom-made 

oval pills, captures the biological efficacy but not the nonspecific effect, therefore is biased 

for the pragmatic effect for this individual. After the trial, the individual can only choose 

between the oval-A treatment bundle versus the round-B treatment bundle. Because the 

custom-made oval-B treatment bundle used during the efficacy trial is not commercially 

available, it is not a feasible treatment option for the individual’s treatment decision going 

forward.

4.4.2. Human Subjects Protection Regulations in Per-DS Studies—Another 

important implication of the within-individual generalizability for Per-DS is the weakening 
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of the rationale for applying Human Subjects Protection regulations with the federal OHRP 

and local institutional review boards, which define human subject research as follows:

Research means a systematic investigation, including research development, testing 

and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge. 

(Protection of Human Subjects, 2022)

Such regulations are usually applicable to Pop-DS investigations because the generalizable 

knowledge produced from those investigations matches the OHRP definition for research. 

As a result, it is necessary to protect study participants who contribute data to Pop-DS 

investigation for the benefits of other individuals.

Personal knowledge produced in Per-DS investigations, on the other hand, is meant to serve 

the individual’s own needs, without direct application to others.12 Therefore, the production 

and consumption of personal knowledge should not be considered human subjects research, 

and thus human subjects protection regulations should not apply (Punja et al., 2014).13

The exemption from human subjects protection regulations does not mean Per-DS 

investigations should be conducted laissez faire without guidance. Further discussions on 

clinician support to ensure safety for Per-DS studies are given in Section 5.2.1.

4.5. Individual Control for Per-DS versus Expert Control for Pop-DS

The fifth important distinction between Per-DS and Pop-DS is the question ‘who controls 

the investigation, as the ultimate decision maker on design and implementation?’ Is authority 

for decisions on design and implementation of the investigation held by experts, or devolved 

to the end users? More colloquially, who holds the steering wheel?14

For Pop-DS investigations, the steering wheel is usually held by experts to serve the needs 

of policymakers, health care organizations, commercial entities, or academic researchers. 

These experts are presumably acting at least in part on behalf of the individual participants 

but are also accountable to the scientific community, journal editors, institutions, careers 

and reputations, and future generations of consumers and patients (Kravitz, 1990). The 

individuals participating in Pop-DS investigations usually have a passive role, such as 

complying with study protocols, with little or no voice in the direction of the study, other 

than the possibility of refusing to participate or dropping out. Many study consent forms 

describe study benefits and risks to participants, but these are often outside the control of the 

participants. Under the Pop-DS paradigm, power is distributed asymmetrically and studies 

are organized hierarchically, with decisions made at the top promulgated to participants at 

the bottom.

12It might be possible to combine personal data produced in Per-DS investigations and synthesize/meta-analyze combined data to 
produce generalizable knowledge that can be applied to benefit others. Under this scenario, the investigation is no longer a ‘pure’ 
Per-DS investigation, but is rather a hybrid between Per-DS and Pop-DS, and human subjects protection regulations might be 
applicable.
13We refer to Per-DS studies as investigations instead of research, to clarify the distinction between personal knowledge and 
generalizable knowledge.
14The driver who holds the steering wheel still needs to submit to oversight by regulatory agents such as traffic police. Nevertheless, 
the driver is the one who determines the destiny for the vehicle.
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Per-DS investigators conduct their own investigations to inform their own personal 

decisions. Under this paradigm, decision-making authority should arguably be held by the 

Per-DS investigator herself, with suitable guidance from professionals such as her clinicians 

or coaches.

Per-DS constitutes both a great opportunity, and a major challenge, to clinician–patient 

relationships. Per-DS can be a valuable tool for clinicians to deliver enhanced care to 

their patients, at least to those who are interested in conducting Per-DS investigations in 

partnership with their clinicians. On the other hand, some clinicians might see Per-DS as a 

time-sink, and a threat to their authority.

Video training could help enhance patients’ self-efficacy in taking an active role in 

partnership with their clinicians to conduct Per-DS studies. Patient participation research 

networks such as Health-eHeart and the ICN registry (ImproveCareNow, 2020) might also 

stimulate active patient roles in Per-DS studies.

Some clinician–patient teams might agree on the need for a specific Per-DS investigation but 

opt for the clinician to act on the patient’s behalf to design and implement the investigation. 

The patient might be intimidated by the overwhelming responsibility to ‘hold the steering 

wheel’ for the investigation, and thus might prefer to delegate this responsibility to her 

clinician. These investigations can be valid Per-DS studies as long as the clinician acts as 

the patient’s agent to effectuate the patient’s needs and preferences, instead of acting as the 

principal taking control of the study.

The democratic, flat structure of Per-DS is very different from the ‘top-down’ (authoritarian, 

pyramidal) organization of Pop-DS. Per-DS investigators are self-empowered with 

autonomy to make decisions regarding their own studies. The role of experts (e.g., a virtual 

extension program discussed in Section 5.2.2.2) is to support Per-DS investigators as helpers 

and counselors, not as decision makers holding the steering wheel. Further discussions on 

the potential social and political implications of the ‘bottom-up’ organization for Per-DS are 

given in Section 6.3.

5. The Viability of Per-DS: Reach, Safety, and Effectiveness

The viability of Per-DS depends importantly on two questions:

• How large is the potential ‘market’ for Per-DS investigations? Are there enough 

prospective Per-DS investigators to motivate investments from public and private 

sources to develop support infrastructures?

• Can Per-DS investigations be conducted safely and effectively?

To address the first question, we evaluate available evidence and make additional speculative 

calculations. To address the second question, we consider the extant literature and imagine 

how safety, effectiveness, and value of Per-DS studies could be enhanced through active 

engagement of clinicians, scientific content experts, and data scientists.
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5.1. Scoping Out the Per-DS ‘Market’

Evidence for the existence of a viable Per-DS market includes personal anecdotes, several 

surveys, and inferences from several completed Per-DS studies.

The first author (ND) has conducted his own Per-DS studies to inform his personal decisions 

with his positive airway pressure (PAP) therapy for sleep apnea, including systematic 

monitoring for normalcy and aberrations, and personalized trials to evaluate his PAP therapy 

configurations. Further discussions are given in Appendix B, “PAP Therapy for Sleep 

Apnea: Fertile Field for Personalized Data Science (Per-DS)?”

As discussed in Section 3.3, ND’s family friend with diabetes conducted a series of pre-post 

Per-DS investigations on the impact of restaurant food on his blood glucose to inform 

his future dietary decisions. In addition, two of ND’s relatives with multiple prescriptions 

for diabetes, hypertension, and hypercholesterolemia have conducted semiformal Per-DS 

investigations regularly for a number of years (without ND’s input or influence) to 

investigate the consequences of skipping a dose of one of their medications once in a 

while, driven by their preference to take less medication to the extent possible. Some of their 

investigations utilized measured biomarkers such as blood pressure and blood glucose as 

their outcomes. Some relied on self-sensed outcomes such as dizziness. Favorable outcomes 

(little or no rise in blood pressure or blood glucose, absence of dizziness, etc.) encouraged 

them to conduct another similar trial soon; unfavorable outcomes encouraged them to delay 

the next trial to be spaced out further in time. Although neither of them devised and followed 

a systematic decision protocol, this informal protocol is akin to the play-the-winner adaptive 

design for clinical trials (Wei & Durham, 1978; Yao & Wei, 1996; Zelen, 1969).

A large number of lay Per-DS investigators use smart watches or wearable fitness trackers 

to track their physical activity and other health indicators to inform their health behavior 

decisions. For example, Vogels (2020) reported that 21% of adults in the United States 

reported using those devices in a survey conducted June 3–17, 2019. The use of those Per-

DS devices can motivate people to exercise more (Cadmus-Bertram et al., 2015), potentially 

reducing their risk for cardiac disease, cancer, and fractures (Harris et al., 2019), and 

lowering their risk of all-cause mortality (Saint-Maurice et al., 2020).

Continuous glucose monitors have been used by 30% of the patients with Type 2 diabetes 

in the United States; their use is expected to rise in the years to come (Kelly, 2021). 

Those devices can serve as valuable Per-DS tools for Per-DS investigators to conduct 

Per-DS studies to improve their diabetic health, including systematic monitoring of their 

time-in-range for their blood glucose (Section 3.1), pre-post trials to evaluate impact of 

various types of food on their blood glucose (Section 3.3), and so on.

Another example of consumer demand for Per-DS is Quantified Self (n.d.), “an international 

community of users and makers of self-tracking tools who share an interest in ‘self-

knowledge through numbers.’” The participants share their experience in a rich variety 

of Per-DS investigations, including self-tracking/monitoring, identification of symptom 

triggers, and self-experimentation, including personalized trials. There are approximately 

70 local chapters, some with thousands of members.
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Many sleep apnea patients are interested in learning about their condition and taking 

an active role in their PAP therapy. Some data scientists have developed software, free 

to consumers, to access and analyze the data recorded on their PAP devices, such as 

SleepyHead (2018) and Open Source CPAP Analysis Reporter (OSCAR) (Apnea Board, 

2019). Those tools are well known among sleep apnea patients, and used regularly by 

many. There are extensive discussions among patients in bulletin boards, for example, 

Apnea Board (2011), on practical issues such as comparison between nasal masks versus 

nasal pillows, getting better control of air leakage, and so on. Many of those patients have 

explored informal trial-and-error Per-DS investigations.

Beyond those examples, some focus groups and surveys suggested substantial consumer 

interest in addressing ‘what works for them’ (Derby et al., 2021; Kravitz et al., 2009). 

However, the available research also suggests that consumer enthusiasm diminishes rapidly 

as the expected burdens of participation rise. For example, Moise et al. (2018) reported that 

consumers want trials that are low in cost and short in duration.

Despite these limitations, the potential market for Per-DS investigations might be very large. 

We provide speculative calculations in two illustrative examples below.

As our first example, the Personalized Research for Monitoring Pain Treatment (PREEMPT) 

Study (Kravitz et al., 2018) recruited patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain and 

randomized them to be offered either usual care or a patient-centered personalized (N-of-1) 

trial. The study screened 1,092 patients and identified 360 (33.0%) as being eligible. Among 

those screened to be eligible and invited to participate in the study, 89.4% (=322/360) 

expressed an interest, and 59.7% (=215/360) actually enrolled, representing a high level 

of interest in personalized trials, even though they were only offered a 50% chance to be 

assigned to the personalized trial arm. Taking the 33.0% eligibility rate and the 59.7% 

enrollment rate as proxies for the U.S. population of chronic pain patients interested in some 

form of Per-DS investigation, and assuming that approximately 9.8 million Americans suffer 

from functionally important chronic musculoskeletal pain (Dahlhamer et al., 2018),15 the 

level of demand for Per-DS within this population could be as high as 1.9 million U.S. 

adults.16

As another example, one of us (DN), an experienced sleep medicine physician, estimates 

that approximately 40% of sleep apnea patients in his clinical practice would be interested 

in some form of personal investigation using their own data if clinical and technical 

support were available. Assuming approximately 15 million adults in the United States with 

moderate-to-severe sleep apnea (Howden & Meyer, 2011; Peppard et al., 2013),17 there are 

up to six million prospective Per-DS investigators among them.

15The CDC estimated that 19.6 million (8.0% of) U.S. adults had high-impact chronic pain in 2016 (Dahlhamer et al., 2018). We 
believe it is reasonable to assume that at least half of high-impact chronic pain patients suffer chronic musculoskeletal pain, thus there 
are 9.8 million high-impact chronic musculoskeletal pain patients.
169.8 million x 33.0% x 59.7% = 1.9 million.
17The prevalence for moderate-to-severe sleep apnea is estimated to be 10% (95% confidence interval: 8,11) among adults aged 
30–70 in the United States (Peppard et al. 2013). Based on the U.S. Census (Howden & Meyer 2011), there are 154,957,413 adults 
aged 30–69 in the United States in 2010, yielding an estimate of 15,495,741 moderate-to-severe sleep apnea patients. Taking DN’s 
estimate of 40% yields an estimate of 6,198,296 prospective Per-DS investigators.
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Similarly sized markets might exist among patients with other common chronic conditions 

such as migraines, hypertension, diabetes, asthma, mood disorders, and so on.

5.2. Per-DS Needs Support From Health Care Professionals and Scientific Communities

So far, we have considered Per-DS investigations generically, without much consideration 

of safety and effectiveness. These studies can be portrayed along a spectrum of rigor, to 

include:

• Highly informal observations:

– I feel better when I take vitamin C.

– Dulcolax does not work for me.

• Semi-formal search for triggers:

– What triggers my vertigo?

• Semiformal quasi-experimental investigations:

– My blood glucose shot up after I ate that restaurant dish.

• Formal observational study for triggers:

– What triggers my atrial fibrillation, according to my case-crossover 

study?

• Formal experimental study for triggers:

– Does alcohol trigger my atrial fibrillation, according to my personalized 

trial?

• Formal experimental studies for comparative effectiveness:

– Do I sleep more comfortably with this nasal mask combined with 

chinstrap, than with that oronasal mask, according to my personalized 

trial?

Some of those self-investigations might be safe and effective, some might be ineffective, and 

some might even pose a risk of unintended harm to the Per-DS investigators.

It is therefore important for health care professionals and the scientific communities (both 

health/clinical science and data science) to support Per-DS investigators in a manner that 

maximizes the safety and effectiveness of their investigations.

There is a wide range of support needed for Per-DS investigations:

• Study design

– Elimination of unsafe investigations

– Formulation of pragmatic and effective designs

• Data collection
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– Sensing and information technologies to acquire data needed for the 

study

• Data management

• Data visualization and analysis

• Results interpretation

For example, many diabetic patients monitor their blood glucose regularly, using either 

finger stick devices or CGM devices. Their monitoring efforts will be more effective if 

combined with diaries of medications, activities, and other exposures to help interpret the 

glucose data observed. Furthermore, it is also important to take into consideration possible 

long-term time trends, as diabetes tends to worsen over time. Clinical input as well as data 

science input will enrich the value of such monitoring efforts.

Numerous apps are currently available to support diabetes patients’ Per-DS investigations. 

It will be helpful to have apps with the ability to support personalized trials to assess 

how diet and exercise affect glucose levels; these wield considerable promise but will also 

need careful evaluation. Unfortunately, most existing apps have not been evaluated for their 

usability, safety, or effectiveness (Henson et al., 2019; Lagan et al., 2020; Mohr et al., 2013, 

2015). This makes it challenging for patients and their health care professionals to make 

informed selections. The downside potential of unfettered Per-DS app development with 

scant evidence-based evaluation and oversight should concern the Per-DS community and 

policymakers alike.

There are several possible lines of defense for safety. First comes the individual’s health care 

professionals (primary care physicians, other clinicians, dieticians, fitness coaches, etc.), 

who would be in a position to advise the individual on what parameters might be measured 

and what treatments might be tried, given the individual’s unique set of health conditions 

and risks (Section 5.2.1).

Beyond direct support from health care professionals, it is also important for the data science 

and health science communities to work proactively to develop and deploy infrastructure 

support for Per-DS, with built-in safety and rigor (Section 5.2.2.2).

5.2.1. Per-DS Needs Support From Clinicians—There is an important need for 

clinician involvement (consultation, guidance, oversight, etc.) to ensure safety for the Per-

DS investigations and maybe also to enhance effectiveness of the investigations, as shown in 

Table 5.

Systematic monitoring based on passive observations poses low risk, therefore requires 

less clinician involvement than other types of investigations that might entail somewhat 

higher risk due to active manipulation of the intervention. Among Per-DS investigations that 

involve an ‘intervention’—exercise, diet, and medication—we rank the need for clinician 

involvement as the lowest for routine exercise such as walking, jogging, and swimming; and 

slightly higher for diet due to the possible risk of adverse health outcomes. Investigations 

involving OTC medication have slightly higher need for clinician involvement due to the 
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possibility of adverse effects or drug–drug interactions. Prescription medications have the 

highest need for clinician guidance.

Case-crossover studies for trigger finding does not involve an explicit ‘intervention.’ Rather, 

it is an outcome looking for an ‘intervention’ that triggers the outcome. Since it is based 

on passive observations and does not involve any active manipulations, we rate the need for 

clinician involvement as minimum/moderate, depending on the nature of the outcome. For 

high-risk outcomes such as atrial fibrillation, clinician involvement is more critical.18

Per-DS studies that entail active manipulation of interventions, such as pre-post trials and 

personalized trials, require more involvement from clinicians. Again, the level of clinician 

involvement needed varies with the risk level for the intervention, ranging from minimum 

for routine exercises to high for prescription medication.

It is important for clinicians to set the safety boundary for Per-DS investigations. Some 

high-risk interventions should be proscribed from self-experimentation, even with clinician 

supervision. These include taking new medications not yet shown to be safe, changing 

parameters on one’s pacemaker, or modifying the current running through one’s deep 

brain stimulator (DBS). (At the same time, passive Per-DS studies that entail systematic 

monitoring with pacemakers or DBS’s might be safe to conduct, with clinician involvement, 

to inform patients and their clinicians on the performance of the devices.)

5.2.2. Per-DS Needs Support From Data Science and Health Science 
Communities—Beyond support from clinicians, it is also important for the data science 

and health science communities to actively support Per-DS, both to help this nascent 

enterprise realize its potential, and to ensure the safety and effectiveness of the Per-DS 

investigations. The agenda for the data and health science communities includes: 1) 

assessment of the current state and the future potential for Per-DS; and 2) development 

and deployment of virtual infrastructure to support Per-DS.

5.2.2.1. Assessment of Current State and Future Potential for Per-DS: Given the 

dearth of rigorous research on Per-DS, it is incumbent on the health science and data 

science communities to work together to launch a comprehensive research endeavor to 

understand the current state and the future potential for Per-DS. One possibility would be 

to develop a supplemental module within the National Health and Nutrition Examination 

Survey (National Center for Health Statistics, 2022).

The Per-DS use survey could be structured according to the typology presented in Section 

3, to incorporate survey questions on respondents’ current and potential use of systematic 

monitoring, trigger finding, pre-post exposure-outcome trials, and personalized trials. The 

ability to link the Per-DS use data to NHANES health and nutrition data will enrich the 

interpretation. In addition, it would be useful to include questions on the respondents’ 

18After a candidate trigger or deterrent is identified, the investigation might progress into a confirmation phase to confirm 
experimentally the effect of the candidate, for example, using a pre-post trial or a personalized trial. The risk level for those 
investigations, and the need for clinician involvement, would be higher than during the observational phase of the trigger finding 
investigation.
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knowledge and skills in data science, as well as preference among those interested in Per-

DS for study attributes such as acceptable study duration, simplicity/complexity of results 

presentation, and so on. While such a Per-DS use survey will need substantial planning to 

delineate and operationalize the key constructs, the potential payoff could be large in terms 

of understanding the Per-DS ‘market’ and how to reach its potential.

5.2.2.2. Virtual Infrastructure to Support Per-DS: Per-DS can realize its potential only 

with infrastructural support along the continuum from data collection through interpretation 

and application of results.

Recent advances in technology have enriched Per-DS investigators’ toolbox for data 

acquisition. Versatile apps are available that collect objective quantitative data automatically 

using physiological monitors, motion sensors, geolocation, and voice analysis (Bobe, De 

Freitas, & Glicksberg, 2020; Daskalova et al., 2016; Estrin, 2019; Ku & Sim, 2021; Sim, 

2019a). Perhaps the greater value for Per-DS studies, however, comes from convenient 

smartphone-based acquisition of subjective data in the form of electronic patient-reported 

outcomes (Sim, 2019b) and ecological momentary assessments (Shiffman et al., 2008, p. 1), 

that is, ‘repeated sampling of subjects’ current behaviors and experiences in real time, in 

subjects’ natural environments” that capture an individual’s lived experience of their health 

state. The focus on personal experience enables more precisely individualized data capture 

in Per-DS studies. Thus, smartphones, wearable devices, passive and active sensors, and 

their links to the expanding Internet of Things (IoT) (Ku & Sim, 2021; Sim, 2019a) present 

tremendous potential for Per-DS applications.

Beyond technologies whose main purpose is to collect data, health scientists and data 

scientists have collaborated to develop apps for the design, implementation, analysis, and 
interpretation of Per-DS studies. The Trialist® app used in the PREEMPT study represented 

a harbinger of technological developments for supporting Per-DS (Barr et al., 2015; Kravitz 

et al., 2018). When combined with a desktop interface and analytic backend, Trialist® 

allowed patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain to design their own personalized 

comparative effectiveness studies, track their pain-related symptoms over time, and generate 

results for review with the treating clinician.

In the years since Trialist® was developed, platforms for decentralized clinical trials 
have proliferated, including academic platforms such as Eureka and commercial platforms 

such as Evidation, Sage Bionetworks, Vibrent, Vydiant, and CareEvolution. Decentralized 

clinical trials are trials that employ virtual methods for some or all aspects of clinical 

trials (Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative, 2021). Fully decentralized trials use web and 

smartphone technologies to virtually recruit, enroll, and engage thousands of participants 

in observational and interventional studies. Decentralized trial platforms provide modular 

support for structured study design templates and data entry screens, reminders to perform 

data entry or to take treatments, and can be adapted to different studies, with different 

designs, outcomes, data structures, and presentation displays (Kravitz et al., 2020). These 

same components can be used for personalized studies, as shown by the I-STOP-AFib trial 

in which 499 participants were recruited through the Eureka platform to test individualized 

(N-of-1) trigger testing versus AF monitoring (Kaplan et al., 2022; Marcus et al., 2022).
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Schork (2019) discussed the integration of personalized medicine, data-intensive assays, 

‘big data’ research paradigms, and artificial intelligence to address the need to tailor, or 

‘personalize,’ medicines to the nuanced and often unique features possessed by individual 

patients. Within this framework, Per-DS studies can be pursued to identify patterns in data 

collected on the patient that might be indicative of that patient’s response (or lack thereof) to 

the intervention (Schork, 2015).

Virtual trial platforms are needed to help individuals design and execute their Per-DS 

studies. It is certainly possible to provide scripting tools that would allow a patient with 

diabetes to design her own study to determine whether a lower dose of glipizide (an 

oral hypoglycemic) can reduce episodes of hypoglycemia without materially worsening 

blood sugar control. The app could randomly assign weeks for taking a higher (5 mg) 

versus lower (2.5 mg) dose of glipizide while integrating outcome data from a continuous 

glucose monitor. The app could also incorporate safety guardrails, such as not allowing more 

than a recommended dose, or even asking preliminary questions (how many hypoglycemic 

episodes have you had in past month) that trigger clinician involvement when needed. 

Covariates could include physical activity (input from the mobility app on the patient’s 

iPhone) and weight (input from her smartscale). The patient-facing output would include 

number and severity of hypoglycemic episodes as well as covariate-adjusted area under the 

glucose monitoring curve while on high- versus low-dose glipizide.

To be useful, the results returned to Per-DS investigators need to be accurate, 

comprehensible, and actionable while giving due attention to uncertainty. As an example 

of how such results can be generated, one of us (CHS) and colleagues are developing a 

prototype R package that fits Bayesian models and returns summaries from the posterior 

distribution of the treatment effect. The output from this package is fed into a mobile app to 

render tabular and graphical feedback to individual end users to assist their decision-making. 

Ultimately, this package could render its own tables and graphs and provide interpretations 

of results to fit into a customizable mobile app such as that described in the previous 

paragraph.

Providing optimal support to Per-DS investigations will necessitate using not only a variety 

of models suitable for different types of data (e.g., binary and continuous outcomes or 

correlated observations) and different questions of interest (e.g., effect modification of 

a treatment), but also developing flexible presentation formats that can be adapted to 

individual needs (see Section 2.2). For instance, results from the same analysis can be 

shown to the user in different ways with different interpretive language. Users comfortable 

with statistics could request a variety of ways to inspect and analyze the data and could 

even request different analyses (e.g., sensitivity to the choice of prior distributions). Others 

without this background might choose a default analysis and simple graphs with appropriate 

cautionary language.

Instructional videos demonstrating the capabilities of the app as well as teaching users some 

of the basic principles of design and analysis could increase utility and appropriate use as 

well as serve as scientific education for the public. As with any application that incorporates 
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complex ideas, inappropriate use is a risk, but one that can be minimized with careful app 

design.

Ultimately, we need not just new apps but new ways to sort through available apps and 

previously run Per-DS studies to facilitate future Per-DS studies. A resource clearinghouse 

that indexes apps and Per-DS studies using standardized metadata and computational 

representation of Per-DS studies would allow any Per-DS app to run any given Per-DS 

study, fostering both reproducibility and replication efficiency. As an example, Jason Bobe, 

Joel Dudley, and colleagues at Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai have developed 

a comprehensive virtual library of resources for personalized studies, including a lecture 

series, a tool to aid the design of personalized (N-of-1) studies, papers, guides, and posts 

(Bobe, Johnson et al., 2020). Further developments to expand the scope and reach for such 

virtual libraries can serve the purpose as tremendously valuable ‘virtual field guides’ to 

interested Per-DS investigators.

A virtual support infrastructure for Per-DS might develop into a viable business model, 

with a possible pathway being for health insurers (particularly managed care health plans) 

to develop and deploy this infrastructure as an in-house, members-only wellness toolkit for 

their members. Such an infrastructure might be marketable as an attractive hallmark for 

the insurer to recruit subscribers and members. Of course, the viability of such initiatives 

will depend upon the size of market demand for Per-DS investigations as well as credible 

evidence that Per-DS investigations lead to improved outcomes. There is fragmented 

evidence on the health benefits of Per-DS investigations, but more comprehensive research is 

needed (Cadmus-Bertram et al., 2015; Harris et al., 2019; Malhotra et al., 2018; Selker et al., 

2021).

A well-established model for such a support infrastructure is the agricultural Cooperative 

Extension System (CES) (National Institute of Food and Agriculture, 2015). Since the CES 

was established under the Smith–Lever Act of 1914 (2018), it has successfully brought 

cutting-edge discoveries from agricultural research laboratories to farmers who can put 

knowledge into practice. The CES “empowers farmers, ranchers, and communities of all 

sizes to meet the challenges they face, adapt to changing technology, improve nutrition and 

food safety, prepare for and respond to emergencies, and protect our environment.”

A new Smith–Lever Act for a Per-DS Extension System might be far off, although initiatives 

such as the Health Advanced Research Projects Agency (HARPA) might be a possible step 

forward for such innovations. Smaller scale extension systems could be realized if (1) the 

demand for Per-DS is indeed large and sustainable and (2) evidence for the health benefits of 

Per-DS investigations continue to emerge and coalesce.

6. Summary and Discussion

The history of scientific discovery since the Enlightenment has privileged the position of 

‘experts’ who had the time, leisure, and resources not only to make discoveries, but also 

to determine the questions to be asked. Personalized data science (Per-DS) upends this 

paradigm by putting the individual at the center. As we have shown, implementing this 
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approach requires new ways of thinking—expanding the role of individuals not only as 

participants, but also as investigators and decision makers; and envisioning new roles for 

experts not as controllers, but as guidance counselors. However, in many ways, Per-DS 

reflects a rich human tradition of curiosity, self-discovery, and self-experimentation, tracking 

back to the earliest hunter-gatherers who must have performed Per-DS investigations to 

discover the nutritional value, appeal, and toxicity of various types of food. One example 

is the legend of Emperor Shennong’s investigations into the medicinal effects of a large 

number of herbs, discussed further in Appendix C, “Personalized Data Science (Per-DS) 

through Millennia: Shennong, Barry Marshall, Daniel Carrión, and Beyond.”

6.1. Barriers and Facilitators for Per-DS Studies

Despite its promising potential, the realization of Per-DS studies needs to overcome 

numerous barriers, including the lack of infrastructure, the inability to access on-device 

data, the need for financing/insurance coverage, and the burden of human subjects protection 

regulations. Important facilitators are also needed, including public health education to 

inform prospective Per-DS investigators, and medical education to inform clinicians.

Lack of infrastructure is the most crucial barrier for Per-DS studies. While many individuals 

might be interested in conducting Per-DS studies to inform their own health and wellness 

decisions, few of them have access to the infrastructure needed to implement their 

own studies safely and effectively. In particular, Per-DS investigators need support from 

peers, clinicians, the data science and subject-area science communities, and from both 

government and business sources. Particular needs include infrastructure support to develop 

and deploy apps that facilitate Per-DS investigations; a resource clearinghouse for Per-DS 

investigators to search comprehensively for information and material; and tools/apps to 

enable the conduct of their Per-DS investigations. Such a virtual infrastructure might be 

modeled after the very successful agricultural Cooperative Extension System (National 

Institute of Food and Agriculture, 2015).

A barrier closely related to the lack of infrastructure is the inability of patients to access their 

on-device data, such as data recorded on their PAP devices or CGMs. While patients might 

think they own the data on their medical devices, device manufacturers might restrict their 

data access using technological protection measures (TPMs), such as encryption. Patient 

data access therefore involves complex copyright issues governed by Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA) (U.S. Copyright Office, 1998). Section 1201 of DMCA 

forbids circumvention of TPMs, thus blocking patient access to protected data on their 

medical devices, while also delegating authority to the Library of Congress and the U.S. 

Copyright Office to conduct triennial reviews and promulgate exemptions for classes of 

work that necessitate such exemptions. Each exemption is valid for 3 years, and can be 

reapplied and renewed if approved.

In 2015, the Library of Congress promulgated a 3-year exemption to Section 1201, allowing 

patients to access data generated by their medical devices that were wholly or partially 

implanted in their bodies (Sellars, 2015; U.S. Copyright Office 2015). This exemption was 

renewed for 3 more years in 2018 (U.S. Copyright Office, 2018). In 2021, this exemption 

was renewed and expanded to remove the restriction to implanted medical devices, and also 
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expanded to allow patient’s agents to access their data, thereby allowing patient access to 

their on-device data for the next 3 years (U.S. Copyright Office, 2021).

Financing the creation and operation of infrastructure to support Per-DS investigations will 

not be cheap or easy. But then again, limiting individuals’ ability to generate personally 

useful data has its own costs. In clinical settings, evidence derived from Pop-DS will 

not always match the characteristics, needs, and values of individual patients. The usual 

solution—’informal trials of therapy’—can lead to inaccurate results. In community settings, 

people are making all sorts of personal health decisions without the benefit of rigorous and 

scientifically valid empirical information. Therefore, investments in infrastructure support 

for Per-DS might yield substantial returns that justify the investments.

Insurance coverage for Per-DS investigations will help facilitate the conduct of Per-DS 

studies. Existing insurance policies might need to be modified to incentivize the conduct 

of Per-DS studies to inform personal treatment or health decisions. Virtual support 

infrastructure for Per-DS could potentially develop into a viable product for health insurers 

to deploy as an attractive hallmark to recruit subscribers and members.

The burden of human subjects protection regulations can be prohibitive to the conduct 

of Per-DS studies, given that they resemble research studies. It is therefore important 

to recognize that a Per-DS study that aims to produce personal knowledge to serve the 

individual’s personal needs does not qualify for the U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services definition for research, and thus should be exempt from human subjects protections 

regulations for research studies that aim to produce generalizable knowledge (Section 4.4.2).

Once infrastructure is available and regulatory barriers are removed, developing a robust 

market for Per-DS studies will require a combination of support, education, and persuasion. 

For individuals interested in such studies but lacking knowledge and skill to proceed, a ‘pull’ 

strategy emphasizing support (‘how to’ videos, telephone helplines, etc.) may be adequate, 

as these individuals are ready and willing consumers who simply need activating.

For individuals who are more reticent, a proactive ‘push’ strategy might be needed. Such 

efforts should incorporate both education and persuasion. The COVID-19 pandemic has 

highlighted the need to enhance science literacy in the United States and elsewhere (Braund, 

2021; World Health Organization, 2020). Deficits are pervasive, implying a need for 

much greater investment in science education, starting with the early grades. Ironically, 

Per-DS studies could themselves be part of the solution, as engaging schoolchildren in 

the process of data collection and analysis on topics that affect their own lives could be 

a powerful educational experience. However, a comprehensive ‘push’ strategy will also 

need to incorporate persuasion, channeled through direct-to-consumer advertising and social 

networks.

Given the uneven distribution of science literacy, such a ‘push’ effort is likely to engage 

some members of the population but not others, particularly those with strong mistrust 

of science overall and of the evidence-based decision paradigm in particular. We need to 

recognize that Per-DS, like almost all public health programs, should not expect to achieve 

100% uptake.
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In the long term, public health education efforts incorporating Per-DS studies in the early 

grades, as suggested above, might be one way to bring even skeptical members of the 

public onboard—essentially showing them how science can benefit them as individuals 

via protocols under their control and not dictated by scientific or medical elites or by the 

government. Whether efforts like these will succeed in engaging a large segment of the 

population is an empirical question worthy of further study (as we argue in Section 5.2.2.1).

In the foreseeable future, health and data professionals might need to navigate the 

opportunities and challenges of Per-DS, to work collaboratively with patients interested 

in Per-DS investigations, and to refer patients to quality health apps for assistance in 

performing Per-DS functions. Because physicians will be an important component of 

the Per-DS ‘infrastructure,’ these topics deserve to be incorporated into the medical 

school curriculum. A simple but potentially effective active-learning approach would be 

to require that every medical student design, participate in, and analyze/interpret at least 

one personalized trial that is relevant to their own personal health. From such beginnings, 

a robust field could emerge, bearing fruit for individual well-being, scientific progress, and 

more inclusive and less hierarchical decision making.

6.2. Hybrid Models Beyond ‘Pure’ Per-DS

This article emphasizes a ‘pure’ model for Per-DS, focused on investigations conducted by 

an individual (maybe with help from professionals in health/wellness and/or data science) 

using her own data to inform her health decisions, instead of in a group of individuals 

sharing data. We now provide a cursory discussion of hybrid models that consider the 

individual Per-DS investigator in a broader context.

Individual Per-DS investigators will likely benefit from peers who have conducted or are 

in the process of conducting their own Per-DS investigations. Like home gardeners, peer 

support can help the novice Per-DS investigator to learn from the experience of others 

regarding what works, what does not work, what pitfalls need to be watched out for, and so 

on. Such peer interactions can be facilitated with a virtual peer forum that should be part of 

the virtual infrastructure discussed in Section 5.2.2.2, potentially supported by the clinical 

practice or the health care system as part of their innovative business model to enhance 

efficiency, impact, and cost-effectiveness.

It is conceivable such a peer network can be developed further to share not only ‘tips’ about 

conducting the Per-DS investigations, but also to help Per-DS investigators share data across 

similar Per-DS studies. Such data sharing can yield benefits for each individual Per-DS 

investigator, by ‘borrowing from strength’ to improve the precision for the results, while 

balancing the bias–variance trade-off. It is also conceivable that such data sharing could 

result in generalizable knowledge that can benefit others, making it attractive to researchers, 

clinical practices, and health care systems supporting the Per-DS endeavor.

The potential benefits of data sharing would need to be balanced carefully against any 

potential loss of individual-centered autonomy manifested in the ‘pure’ Per-DS model. For 

example,
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• While the ‘pure’ Per-DS model emphasizes personalization of the protocol for 

each individual Per-DS study, the hybrid model might standardize the protocol to 

render comparable the data produced from individual trials, to allow data to be 

pooled across individuals for statistical analyses such as Bayesian meta-analysis.

• While the ‘pure’ Per-DS model emphasizes the production of personal 

knowledge for use by each individual Per-DS investigator (and should therefore 

be exempt from human subjects regulations), the hybrid model might be 

contingent upon human subjects regulations, especially if the data are pooled 

across individuals to produce generalizable knowledge to benefit others. For 

instance, health care organizations might wish to educate clinicians by having 

them enroll their patients in individual trials that could then inform practice 

guidance. To the extent that the sponsoring organizations want to collect and 

analyze data from Per-DS studies to inform practice, the hybrid model might be 

deemed as research.

Therefore, there is a range of studies that span the continuum between the ‘pure’ Per-DS 

model and the Pop-DS model, such as:

• A consortium of Per-DS investigations might retain the key features of the 

Per-DS model, including the focus on each individual as the investigator, 

study participant, and beneficiary, allowing individual Per-DS investigators to 

exercise preference over the design and implementation of their own studies, 

while facilitating data sharing to borrow from strength to benefit individual 

investigators, and also to produce generalizable knowledge to benefit others who 

did not participate in the consortium. Such an endeavor should be recognized 

as a hybrid model for Per-DS with partial allowance for Pop-DS through the 

pooling of the data across individuals.

• A cohort study might use methods such as personalized trials, but designed 

and managed centrally with limited or no personalization for the design and 

implementation of each participant’s protocol, aiming primarily to produce 

generalizable knowledge to benefit others who did not participate in the study. 

While such a study is more like a Pop-DS study than a Per-DS study, it might 

still yield valuable benefits for the individual participants, if the study analyzes 

each participant’s data (possibly borrowing from strength with other participants’ 

data) and shares individual-specific findings (personal knowledge) with each 

individual participant. Such an endeavor should be recognized as a hybrid model 

for Pop-DS with partial allowance for Per-DS through the provision of personal 

knowledge to individual participants.

The methodology for the hybrid model for Per-DS entails a complicated exercise in 

meta-analysis for the data combined across individuals, as it needs to accommodate the 

personalized design and implementation of individual Per-DS investigations (Section 2). 

Further development and deployment of this hybrid methodology using meta-regression 

(Schmid, 1999; Schmid et al., 2004; Wallace et al., 2009) and network meta-analysis 

(Efthimiou et al., 2016; Hutton et al., 2015; Kaplan et al., 2022; Marcus et al., 2022; Schmid 

et al., 2014; Wang, 2020) is an important expansion of the work reported in this article. 
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The article by Schmid and Yang (2022) in this issue provides important guidance for this 

approach.

6.3. Spillover Benefits Within and Beyond Health/Wellness

Aside from the potential benefits to individuals, Per-DS could have spillover benefits 

to enhance scientific literacy in the general population by engaging a broad, grassroots 

constituency to take an active role to conduct their own scientific investigations. Hands-on 

experience with study design and scientific methods could help people develop an empirical 

mindset with a deeper appreciation for science in general, more skepticism about claims 

for products and policies that are not supported by rigorous science, and perhaps an 

understanding of how not to be manipulated by misinformation (Wheeler, 1976). Some 

Per-DS investigators might be empowered to take a proactive role in pursuing credible 

evidence beyond their own specific Per-DS investigations. They might even transfer their 

proactive role to other domains in life. The impact of those spillover benefits (‘externalities’) 

might be powerful and long lasting.
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Appendices

Appendix A.: Should Data Scientists Be Portrayed as Gardeners/Farmers or 

Miners/Extractors?

The merits of ‘data gardening’ as a metaphor for personalized data science (Per-DS) are 

discussed in the main article, Section 4.3, “Data Gardening versus Data Mining/Extraction.” 

We now elaborate on this discussion for data science in general, including both Per-DS and 

population-based data science (Pop-DS).
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Data science is usually characterized as the study of extracting value from data (Columbia 

University Data Science Institute, 2020; Dominici & Parkes, 2021; Wing, 2019). Data 

science in general, and Pop-DS in particular, are often considered to be focused largely on 

data analytics, machine learning, and data mining, with less emphasis on study design and 

data collection. The use of the action word ‘extracting’ (as in ‘extracting value from data’) 

tends to reinforce the metaphor of ‘mining’ as the governing paradigm for data science.

Wing (2019) expanded this interpretation, explaining that ‘extracting’ represents the work 

done in all phases of the data life cycle, starting with the generation of data, followed 

by a sequence of collection, processing, storage, management, analysis, visualization, and 

interpretation. Meng (2019) concurred with Wing that “DS is not only about data analysis.” 

He also proposed an expansion of Wing’s framework: “the data generation process itself 

can entail several steps, such as goal setting, questionnaire or experimental design, and field 

testing.”

Dominici et al. (2021) further emphasized the importance of study design as a crucial 

component of data science, in particular, for estimating causal effects with observational 

data.

With the expanded scope for data science being “not only about data analysis” that was 

discussed above, we believe data scientists should avoid the confusion likely to result from 

the characterization ‘extracting,’ and instead characterize data science as being analogous 

to ‘gardening’ or ‘farming,’ to highlight the importance of the groundwork that lays the 

foundation for successful data science investigations, both in Per-DS and Pop-DS. Such 

groundwork (‘cultivation’) might entail identifying the goal for the investigation (‘goal 

setting’ as in Meng, 2019), identifying the data components needed, identifying and 

acquiring the sensors/devices/self-report instruments needed to generate/collect the data 

(‘questionnaire… design’), accessing data acquisition and analysis tools, and designing 

the study (when and how to deliver the intervention, when and how to collect the 

data; ‘experimental design, and field testing’). For Pop-DS, the groundwork might also 

include developing a partnership with the target population to facilitate community-based 

participatory research (CBPR) (Chung et al., 2006; National Institute on Minority Health 

and Health Disparities, 2018), which has the potential to foster long-term, mutually 

beneficial partnerships between data scientists and communities that house the studies. Such 

partnerships are widely known among real estate professionals as ‘farming.’ Maybe this 

‘farming’ metaphor is something data scientists can learn from our colleagues in real estate, 

many of whom are experienced practitioners in data science.

As a side note, we opted to use the metaphor data gardening for Per-DS in the main article 

to highlight the home-based nature of Per-DS for personal knowledge cultivated, grown, 

and consumed by the individual Per-DS investigator. For Pop-DS, maybe data farming 
would be a more appropriate metaphor, without the connotation of being home-based/home-

consumed, but still highlighting the importance of the groundwork to ‘cultivate the field’ in 

addition to the extraction/mining activities.
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In summary, it might behoove the field to expand the characterization of data science from 

‘extracting value from data’ to a more inclusive characterization such as ‘gardening data for 
value’ or ‘farming data for value,’ to highlight the need to include both ‘preparing the field’ 

to produce data of the greatest possible utility, and harvesting or mining or extracting value 

from the data thus produced, as essential components of data science.

Appendix B.: PAP Therapy for Sleep Apnea: Fertile Field for Personalized 

Data Science (Per-DS)?

We now illustrate what personalized data science (Per-DS) can do by drawing upon the 

personal experience as one of us (ND) applied this methodology to inform his personal 

decisions using Positive Airway Pressure (PAP) therapy for sleep apnea. A brief synopsis 

was given in Section 5.1. We now provide further details.

B.1. ND’s Personal Experience With PAP Therapy and Per-DS 

Investigations

ND was diagnosed with sleep apnea in 1999 and has used PAP therapy since. Almost every 

night he wears a mask connected through a hose to a PAP device that pumps air to create a 

small positive air pressure into his airway to keep it open, thereby reducing the occurrence 

of apnea/hypopnea events and snoring.

Over the years, ND has used approximately 10 PAP devices, beginning with a fixed pressure 

PAP device. Subsequently he switched to automatic PAP (APAP) devices with the capability 

to adjust the air pressure in real time to improve the quality of his sleep.

Air pressure setting is important for PAP therapy. Patients might not sleep comfortably if the 

pressure is too high for too long. Low pressure, on the other hand, might be inadequate to 

suppress apnea events. Skilled clinicians need to balance between the two extremes to find 

the optimal pressure setting for fixed-pressure PAP devices.

PAP devices record a rich variety of data in real time, including apnea indices, air pressure 

delivered, level of air leakage, and so on. The data can be transmitted via built-in cellular 

modem to the clinician for routine monitoring and intervention—the clinician can modify 

device setting remotely when needed.

APAP devices analyze the data collected in real time to predict upcoming apnea/

hypopnea events and automatically adjust air pressure accordingly. When the device senses 

compromised airflow, it increases air pressure to open the airway to suppress the anticipated 

event, then decreases the pressure afterwards when normal airflow resumes. Such auto-

titration helps deliver adequate pressure when needed while minimizing unnecessary long 

exposure to high pressure. Still, it is important for a skilled clinician to specify the maximum 

and minimum air pressures as limits for the range of air pressure auto-titration.

The data collected on the PAP device can be a valuable resource for Per-DS investigations. 

In recent years, device manufacturers have also provided online apps for patients to obtain 
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summaries of the data transmitted from their devices to the manufacturer’s server, such as 

ResMed (2015).

Over the years, ND has conducted numerous Per-DS investigations on his PAP therapy. He 

has conducted systematic monitoring regularly on his therapeutic experience, using the key 

data elements recorded on his PAP device (apnea indices, air pressure, and air leakage), 

along with self-administered Epworth Sleepiness Scale (Johns 1991) for sleepiness during 

the day, and diary notes on the quality of his sleep each night. In recent years, he has also 

monitored his blood oxygen levels using an over-the-counter pulse oximeter connected to a 

smartphone, to provide continuous records of his blood oxygen level during his sleep. (He 

is aware of the caveat that over-the-counter oximeters are not of high quality for medical 

applications, therefore should be viewed as a crude marker at best.)

ND’s systematic monitoring has mostly found his apnea indices and air leakage at a low 

level well within acceptable limits, indicating successful therapy. He finds this knowledge 

reassuring for his sustained adherence to the therapy. On some occasions, his monitoring 

detected some unusual events, such as unusually high air leakage, which usually indicated 

the need to adjust his headgear to tighten the seal, or the need to replace his mask. On some 

occasions, he observed somewhat elevated apnea indices at night and excessive sleepiness 

during the day, which he brought to the attention of his sleep medicine doctor, leading to 

discussions concerning adjustments to PAP device pressure settings or the need to replace 

the device.

Fortunately, ND has not encountered much need for trigger finding—the occasions when he 

had unusually high air leakage have always been resolved with headgear adjustment or mask 

replacement. There was a time when his 5-year old device was less effective in controlling 

apnea events. With the acquisition of a new device (covered by his insurance every 5 years), 

the problem was resolved.

ND also conducted a number of crossover trials with his PAP therapy configurations, mainly 

evaluating whether to switch to a new interface (oronasal mask, nasal mask, or nasal pillow). 

For example, several years ago he and his clinician considered a switch from an oronasal 

mask to a combination of a nasal mask and a chinstrap. ND used the oronasal mask to avoid 

massive air leakage due to his tendency to breathe with his mouth open during sleep. While 

the oronasal mask was a reasonable solution, it was bulky and uncomfortable. The less 

obtrusive nasal mask combined with a chinstrap might reduce mouth opening during sleep 

by holding the chin closed, leading to equal effectiveness and greater comfort. ND had bad 

experiences in the past with older versions of chinstraps that he found to be uncomfortable. 

However, this time the technician in the clinician’s lab introduced him to a much wider 

chinstrap, imposing much less pressure on the chin.

ND’s clinician recommended that he “try the two configurations back and forth for several 

weeks, to see which configuration feels better.” Therefore, ND conducted a personalized 

(N-of-1) trial, which informed his ultimate decision to switch to the nasal mask/chinstrap 

combination.
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B.2. PAP Therapy Is Particularly Suitable for Per-DS Investigations

PAP therapy for sleep apnea is particularly suitable for Per-DS investigations for a number 

of reasons.

First, sleep apnea is a chronic condition with a substantial prevalence. Among adults aged 

30–70 in the United States, the prevalence for mild to severe forms of this condition (AHI 

≥5) is estimated to be 26% (95% confidence interval: 24, 28), while the prevalence for 

moderate to severe condition is estimated to be 10% (95% confidence interval: 8, 11) 

(Peppard et al., 2013). PAP therapy is used widely to manage this condition. Many patients 

affected by this condition are likely to use PAP therapy for many years. Therefore, the 

lessons learned from a patient’s Per-DS investigations have a good opportunity to deliver 

personalized benefits for years to come.

Second, the PAP industry continually improves the performance and convenience of PAP 

devices and accessories, such as reducing the size and weight and noise level of the devices, 

and making the interface (nasal mask, nasal pillow, and oronasal mask) more comfortable 

and effective. The life span for each product might only be a few years, and then new 

products are deployed with possibly better performance. Sleep apnea patients and their 

clinicians are therefore confronted with frequent opportunities, as well as challenges, to 

decide whether to continue using the current product configuration or to switch to a new 

one. Per-DS investigations, such as personalized trials, can be a useful tool to inform such 

decisions.

Third, there is substantial heterogeneity in patient responses to PAP therapy. A specific 

configuration of device, settings, and accessories might work well for one patient but not for 

another. Therefore, it is important for experienced sleep medicine clinicians to look beyond 

one-size-fit-all solutions, and customize PAP therapy to accommodate individual patients’ 

unique needs, preferences, and capabilities (Watach et al., 2021). Per-DS investigations can 

be a useful tool to inform such decisions.

Fourth, there are already opportunities to personalize attributes for Per-DS investigations 

using data collected on PAP devices. For example, recent models of PAP devices produced 

by ResMed (2022) provide an option for the clinician to customize the patient menu on the 

device to specify what data elements are accessible to the patient on the device screen, with 

one option providing essential data only (mainly, the number of hours the device was used), 

and another option providing substantially more detailed data, including apnea indices, air 

pressure delivered, and level of air leakage. It is therefore possible for the clinician to 

personalize patient data access options according to the needs, preferences, and capabilities 

for each individual patient.

Beyond this simple option for the clinician to personalize patient data access on their 

PAP devices, it might be possible for manufacturers to provide additional options for the 

clinician to personalize patient interface with the PAP device to facilitate further Per-DS 

investigations, such as clinician-guided personalized trials for air pressure settings. Consider, 

for example, a scenario in which both the clinician and the patient are interested in exploring 

the possibility of increasing the maximum pressure on the patient’s APAP device from the 
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current setting of 12 cm H2O to 14 cm H2O, while leaving the minimum pressure at the 

current setting of 6 cm H20. Instead of making a one-time switch using the trial-and-error 

design, the clinician–patient team might find it more informative to conduct a personalized 

trial for several weeks, switching back and forth several times between the two maximum 

pressure settings to collect more data to evaluate the respective merits. In order to conduct 

such a trial, the manufacturer would need to expand the current clinical menu on the device 

for the clinician to specify a range of the maximum pressures, such as 12 to 14 (instead of a 

single value such as 12),19 and authorize the patient to adjust the maximum pressure setting 

within this range in the patient menu on the device. With such an option, the clinician–

patient team can easily set up a Per-DS investigation to make a more informed decision on 

the maximum pressure setting.

Fifth, ND’s insurance (an Advantage plan under Medicare) makes it relatively easy for him 

and his clinician to conduct personalized trials with new accessories such as new masks. 

He is allowed to return his accessories for a complimentary exchange with another product 

within 30 days in the event the accessory did not function satisfactorily. Patients whose 

insurance does not allow complimentary exchange might find it more difficult to conduct 

similar personalized trials.

A possible remedy might be for clinicians to be allowed to prescribe a combination order of 

accessories, say, 6 weeks of supply of mask A and 6 weeks of supply of mask B (instead 

of a 3-month supply of either mask) for a patient–clinician team interested in conducting 

a personalized trial, to decide whether to continue using mask A or to switch to mask 

B. Such a combination prescription, if allowed by the insurance carrier and the durable 

medical equipment (DME) supplier, will give patients and their clinicians more flexibility in 

reaching an evidence-based decision between the two masks.

Sixth, there is substantial demand from sleep apnea patients to better understand their PAP 

therapy and ways to improve their therapeutic experience and outcomes. One of us (DN), 

an experienced sleep medicine clinician, estimates that approximately 40% of sleep apnea 

patients in his clinical practice would be interested in some form of personal investigation 

using their own data if clinical and technical support were available. While DN’s practice 

might not be representative of all sleep apnea patients, it is plausible that a substantial 

proportion of sleep apnea patients overall have similar interests in Per-DS investigations.

Beyond ND’s personal experience and DN’s practice, there is a substantial interest among 

many sleep apnea patients to learn about their condition and take an active role in their PAP 

therapy. A number of data scientists have developed software, free to consumers, to access 

and analyze the data recorded on their PAP devices, such as SleepyHead (2018) (which is 

no longer supported by the developer) and Open Source CPAP Analysis Reporter (OSCAR) 

(Apnea Board 2019). There are extensive discussions among patients in bulletin boards such 

as Apnea Board (2011) on practical issues such as comparison between nasal mask versus 

nasal pillow, getting better control of air leakage, and so on. Many of those patients have 

19Even with such an option enabled by the manufacturer in the clinical menu, the clinician can easily disable patients from conducting 
unauthorized personalized trials on the maximum pressure setting by specifying the same value (such as 12 and 12) for the range of 
maximum pressure, instead of a genuine range (such as 12 and 14) to authorize the patient to conduct a personalized trial.
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explored informal trial-and-error Per-DS investigations. There is a rich potential for clinical 

scientists and data scientists to contribute further toward sleep apnea patients’ needs for 

support to their Per-DS investigations.

Finally, there is some evidence that sleep apnea patients who receive feedback from their 

own data will achieve better adherence with PAP therapy. For example, Malhotra et al. 

(2018) reported that PAP therapy patients who received active patient engagement (APE) via 

Resmed’s myAir app, which provided real-time feedback and coaching to patients based on 

their own data collected from their PAP devices, achieved significantly a higher adherence 

rate than patients who received usual care without the APE intervention (87.3% vs. 70.4%; 

P < .0001). It is conceivable that wider applications of Per-DS investigations might achieve 

further improvements in patient engagement, adherence, and clinical outcomes.

Appendix C.: Personalized Data Science (Per-DS) Through Millennia: 

Shennong, Barry Marshall, Daniel Carrión, and Beyond

In considering the prospect for personalized data science (Per-DS) to serve an important role 

in today’s healthcare, we should not lose sight of history; we are not the first to have thought 

of careful self-investigation. This historical perspective is mentioned briefly in Section 6. We 

now elaborate further on this perspective.

The ancient root for Per-DS can be traced back to the dawn of civilization, such as the 

legendary Emperor Shennong (the name means literally ‘Divine Farmer’), who was alleged 

to have ruled China around 28th century BCE. According to the legends, Shennong tasted 

hundreds of herbs to study their medicinal effects on his body. The compendium attributed 

to Shennong,20 “Shén Nóng Běncǎo Jīng: The Divine Farmer’s Classic of Materia Medica” 

(Wilms, 2017/ca. 201–300 CE), documents the medicinal effects of hundreds of herbals.

According to legends, Shennong’s body was transparent; therefore, he was able to visualize 

how his body reacted to the herbal medicine being tested. This is an inspiring recognition 

of the important role of data collection for Per-DS, if not by Shennong in reality, then by 

storytellers who passed on Shennong’s legends.

Modern medical technologies such as continuous glucose monitors, pulse oximeters, smart 

watches with electrocardiogram capability, positive airway pressure (PAP) devices, and 

sensitive thermometers for monitoring daily temperature are analogous to Shennong’s 

legendary transparent body, allowing Per-DS investigators to ‘see’ their own glucose levels, 

oxygen levels (both for sleep apnea and for monitoring COVID progression), heart rhythms, 

sleep patterns, and ovulation status in digital form, making the invisible, visible. Such 

technologies enable individuals to conduct Per-DS studies to inform their personal health 

decisions.

It is a remarkable coincidence that Emperor Shennong not only pioneered Per-DS 

investigations in herbal medicine, but also led the development of agriculture in ancient 

20This compendium is believed to be written around the second century CE by an anonymous author.
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China. While we honor the synergy between farming and medicine in Shennong’s legends, 

we also note a similar connection between data gardening/data farming and data science, 

as discussed in Section 4.3 and Appendix A, “Should Data Scientists Be Portrayed as 

Gardeners/ Farmers or Miners/Extractors?”

In modern times, Per-DS was practiced extensively by clinical investigators conducting 

self-experiments on themselves, with major accomplishments including seven Nobel Prizes 

(Altman, 1987; Hanley, et al., 2019; Weisse, 2012). For example, Barry J. Marshall’s 

research on Helicobacter pylori and peptic ulcer disease won him and his collaborator J. 

Robin Warren the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2005, “for their discovery of 

the bacterium Helicobacter pylori and its role in gastritis and peptic ulcer disease.” (The 

Nobel Prize, 2022) This award was based largely on Marshall’s self-experiment in which he 

ingested a broth containing cultured H. pylori, along with endoscopies taken both before and 

after showing the development of gastritis and biopsy showing colonization of H. pylori in 

his stomach, providing strong evidence that ingested H. pylori was the cause for the gastritis.

While many Per-DS investigations practiced by clinical investigators have succeeded in 

contributing toward medicine throughout the millennia, not all Per-DS investigations have a 

happy ending. Shennong’s legend came to a tragic conclusion when he ingested the yellow 

flower of a weed that caused his intestines to rupture, killing him before he could take his 

antidote tea.

Shennong was not alone in sacrificing his life for Per-DS investigations. Daniel Carrión, a 

Peruvian medical student, conducted a fatal self-experiment in 1885 when he was inoculated 

with blood taken from a patient infected with the disease now known as Carrión’s disease. 

The experiment led to his death but also proved the causal relationship between the acute 

and chronic forms of the disease. Peru declared him a “National Hero, Martyr and Master of 

Medicine”; the day he died from the disease, October 5, was declared the “Day of Peruvian 

Medicine.” (Andean News Agency, 2021; Carrasco, 2020)

Without diminishing the honor owed to history’s Per-DS heroes, their accomplishments 

were often not without personal sacrifice. Today’s lay Per-DS investigators can learn from 

history—while embracing the potential benefits from their self-investigations, they need to 

seek competent professional guidance from both clinicians and data scientists before taking 

on a self-investigation with possible risks for self-harm. Further discussions on the delivery 

of such professional guidance virtually are given in Section 5.2.
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Figure 1. Per-DS investigator serving triple roles simultaneously.
Per-DS differs from Pop-DS in several important ways:

• From whom data are collected;

• Whether the study protocol is standardized or personalized;

• How knowledge is produced;

• The type of knowledge produced;

• To whom the knowledge is applied; and
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• Who controls the operation?
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Table 1.

Distinguishing Features for Per-DS vs. Pop-DS

Key Dimension Pop-DS Per-DS

Source of data Study sample for a target population, or 
“statistical neighbors” for a targeted individual

Individual serving simultaneously as investigator, study 
participant, and beneficiary

Study protocol Standardized Personalized

Mode of knowledge 
production

Extraction (“mining”) from large data 
repositories

“Gardening” of home-grown personal data

Nature and beneficiary of 
knowledge produced

Generalizable knowledge to benefit others Personal knowledge to benefit Per-DS investigator 
herself

Controlling entity Experts (scientists, policy makers, institutions) Per-DS investigator, maybe with help from her clinician 
and/or data scientist
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Table 2.

Personalization of Per-DS Attributes Considered in PREEMPT Study10 11 12

Category Attribute Options Considered/Offered to PREEMPT Participants

Trial design Pain management treatments to be 
compared

Same two treatments 
compared for all 
participants

* Each participant selects two treatment 
sets from list of suitable treatment options 
(e.g., NSAID, opioid, NSAID + opioid, 
complementary/alternative treatments)

Duration of treatment period Fixed for all participants * Two options: one vs. two weeks

Stopping rule * Fixed Sequential or adaptive

Total number of treatment periods 
under fixed stopping rule

Fixed for all participants * Three options: four, six, or eight treatment 
periods

Washout between treatment 
periods

Yes, set time with 
neither treatment between 
treatment periods

* No, treatment switched immediately without 
gap between periods, with option for subsequent 
“analytic washout” such as discarding outcomes 
at beginning of each treatment period.

Blinding of treatment assignment Yes * No

Outcomes Outcomes to be measured Fixed for all participants * Core outcomes fixed, option for each 
participant to choose additional outcomes (like 
neuropathic pain)

Primary outcome for each 
personalized trial

Fixed for all participants * Based on patient preference (may select an 
outcome different from primary outcome for 
overall study)

Frequency of outcome 
assessments

* Daily Multiple times per day, or ecological momentary 
assessment 89

Trial implement-
tation

Use of reminders to take 
treatments and enter patient-
reported outcomes

* Yes No

Frequency and timing of 
reminders if used

Fixed * Specify according to patient preference

Ability for patient to adjust or turn 
off reminders

* Yes No

Data analysis Ability for patient to access 
interim data and interim analysis 
results

* Yes No

Analysis plan (both interim and 
final)

* Predetermined Specified according to patient preference

Presentation of 
results

Display format * Graphical Tabular or hybrid

Details provided * Simple point estimates * Comprehensive, including point estimates and 
margin of error

*
Attribute options marked with an asterisk were implemented in the PREEMPT Study. Other options were considered but not implemented.
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Table 3.

Typology of Personalized Data Science (Per-DS) Investigations

Purpose Method Required Data

Risk reduction and early detection of health 
problems

Systematic monitoring of physiological 
or behavioral indicators

Symptoms, biomarkers, clinical events;
Behaviors (e.g. adherence);
Treatments, exposures;
Covariates

Identification of symptom triggers and 
deterrents

Case-crossover design based on case 
history

Symptoms, clinical events;
Behaviors;
Exposures;
Covariates

Evaluation of exposure-outcome relationships Pre-post trial Symptoms, biomarkers, clinical events;
Exposures;
Covariates

Evaluation of treatment effectiveness Personalized trial Symptoms, biomarkers, clinical events;
Treatments, exposures (assigned experimentally);
Covariates
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Table 4.

Case Crossover Study Example

Case outcome (AF day) Control outcome (no AF day )

Exposure (< 6 hours sleep) 2 6

No Exposure (6 + hours sleep) 1 19

During 28-day study period, having less than 6 hours of sleep was associated with an atrial fibrillation (AF) event the next day.

Odds ratio= (A*D)/ (B*C) = (2 × 19) / (1×6) = 6.3.
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Table 5.

Clinician Involvement Needed for Per-DS Investigations

Type of Per-DS Investigation

Intervention 
Investigated

Systematic 
Monitoring

Case-Crossover Study for 
Trigger Finding

Pre-Post Trial for Exposure-
Outcome Relationships

Personalized Trial for 
Treatment Effectiveness

Routine exercise None

Minimum to Moderate

Minimum Minimum

Common diet Minimum Low Low

OTC medication Low Moderate Moderate

Prescription 
medication

Moderate High High
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